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ABSTRACT: Untargeted metabolomics is an analytical approach
with numerous applications serving as an effective metabolic
phenotyping platform to characterize small molecules within a
biological system. Data quality can be challenging to evaluate and
demonstrate in metabolomics experiments. This has driven the use
of pooled quality control (QC) samples for monitoring and, if
necessary, correcting for analytical variance introduced during
sample preparation and data acquisition stages. Described herein is
a scoping literature review detailing the use of pooled QC samples
in published untargeted liquid chromatography−mass spectrome-
try (LC-MS) based metabolomics studies. A literature query was
performed, the list of papers was filtered, and suitable articles were
randomly sampled. In total, 109 papers were each reviewed by at
least five reviewers, answering predefined questions surrounding the use of pooled quality control samples. The results of the review
indicate that use of pooled QC samples has been relatively widely adopted by the metabolomics community and that it is used at a
similar frequency across biological taxa and sample types in both small- and large-scale studies. However, while many studies
generated and analyzed pooled QC samples, relatively few reported the use of pooled QC samples to improve data quality. This
demonstrates a clear opportunity for the field to more frequently utilize pooled QC samples for quality reporting, feature filtering,
analytical drift correction, and metabolite annotation. Additionally, our survey approach enabled us to assess the ambiguity in the
reporting of the methods used to describe the generation and use of pooled QC samples. This analysis indicates that many details of
the QC framework are missing or unclear, limiting the reader’s ability to determine which QC steps have been taken. Collectively,
these results capture the current state of pooled QC sample usage and highlight existing strengths and deficiencies as they are applied
in untargeted LC-MS metabolomics.

■ INTRODUCTION
Untargeted metabolomics has been shown to be an effective
technical platform for characterizing the small molecules
within a sample, both qualitatively and using relative
quantitation. Metabolomics approaches are increasingly
applied to human health, agriculture, biotechnology, ecology,
environmental sciences, toxicology, microbiology, synthetic
biology, and regulatory science. Due to its high sensitivity,
specificity, and broad detection capabilities, liquid chromatog-
raphy coupled to high-resolution mass spectrometry (LC-
HRMS, or hereafter LC-MS for the sake of brevity) is one of
the most widely employed techniques for untargeted
metabolomics. These characteristics make LC-MS appealing,
but LC-MS is also susceptible to batch effects and background

interferences. Quality control (QC) processes are especially
challenging for untargeted analytical approaches, including
metabolomics.1,2 Coordinated efforts to emphasize quality
management measures have emerged in recent years. However,
quality management protocols in the field of metabolomics
have been slow to gain community-wide acceptance, in part
due to a lack of standardization as it relates to sample type, MS
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ionization conditions, LC mobile phase solvent composition,
column chemistry, and gradient, among other experimental
conditions. Of note, other analytical approaches are also used
in metabolomics, and while gas chromatography (GC) is
generally more standardized than liquid chromatography,
many of the same concerns related to quality management
apply to GC-MS and other hyphenated MS approaches.

The use of pooled QC samples (also considered a specific
type of “intrastudy QC”3) and other types of QC samples (e.g.,
blank samples, internal standards, standard reference materials)
have been adopted with varying frequency by the metab-
olomics community.4−8 A pooled QC sample, which is
generated by pooling aliquots of the study samples, can be
considered the “average” of all samples.6,9,10 The pooled QC
sample can be combined prior to sample extraction and
extracted using the same sample preparation protocol(s) as
those employed for the study samples. Alternatively, the
pooled QC sample can be prepared by combining aliquots of
the study sample extracts after sample preparation has been
performed prior to LC-MS analysis. While not equivalent,
these approaches are both categorized as pooled QC samples.
Pooled QC samples are then analyzed alongside the study
samples periodically throughout the injection series. The
pooled QC sample approach derives from the “fit-for-purpose”
targeted chemical methods in which the technical performance
of an analytical method is independently validated based on a
simulated sample with related physical and chemical properties
comparable to the test samples.11 Such QC practice has been
conducted in regulated manufacturing areas and in clinical
assays. In untargeted chemical assays, the pooled QC sample is
most frequently used as an assay control derived from
experimental samples, which may be used to describe and
correct for variance but is not a part of any of the final
statistical experimental design.

There are several potential uses and limitations of a pooled
QC sample.12,13 One of the primary roles of pooled QC
samples is to assess variability in sample preparation and/or
instrument performance.14,15 Pooled QC samples provide an
untargeted and feature-specific estimate of the analytical
repeatability and reproducibility of metabolite measurements.
The pooled QC can also be used as an initial assessment of
system suitability prior to a study or for analytical system
conditioning. Since the pooled QC is an “average” sample, it
may also be used to support in-depth annotation efforts.
Dilutions series of QC samples have been used in a manner
analogous to calibration curves to confirm response linearity.16

Finally, pooled QC samples can be used to assess and correct
for intra- and inter-batch technical variation and monitor long-
term intralab precision, enabling integration from multiple
analytical batches,3,17 which has enabled large-scale studies
(where n > 1000) through correction of unavoidable technical
variance over several months to years.18,19 The most notable
weaknesses of the pooled QC sample approach are that (1)
relatively infrequently detected features can be diluted to
undetectable levels, and if a feature is not detected in the
pooled QC sample, it cannot be used to report the quality of
that feature or correct experimental data; (2) the qualitative
and quantitative composition of the sample is uncharacterized,
preventing its use in supporting absolute quantitative goals;
and (3) every intrastudy pooled QC sample will be unique,
limiting its use in aligning data sets across laboratories or
studies. Alternate (or additional) QC approaches, such as the
inclusion of isotopically labeled internal standards, interstudy

(long-term) pooled QC samples or standardized reference
materials can be used to complement these weaknesses.6

The frequency with which papers report the use of a pooled
QC sample approach in metabolomics has been increasing as a
result of increased education and prior calls for metabolomics
scientists to use them as part of their QC processes.6 The
pooled QC sample approach enables recurrent injections of an
“average” sample for that sample set, thereby enabling
analytical assay precision to be calculated for untargeted
metabolomic experiments. It is therefore of great value to
understand how pooled QC samples are currently being
employed in LC-MS-based metabolomics studies and to
highlight their utility.

Herein, we describe the results of a rigorous scoping20,21

review of recently published LC-MS-based untargeted
metabolomics studies to (1) describe the frequency and ways
in which pooled QC samples are used and (2) document the
frequency of ambiguous reporting of how pooled QC samples
are prepared and used. Additionally, we briefly document the
types of alternative QC samples used together or in lieu of
pooled QC samples to guide future efforts toward under-
standing metabolomic QC approaches.

■ METHODS
Literature Search. This survey was designed to review

recent untargeted publicly available and indexed metabolomics
studies utilizing liquid chromatography coupled to mass
spectrometry (LC-MS), which aimed to compare two or
more sample groups using relative quantification. Web of
Science was queried on April 4, 2022 using the following
search string: (METABONOMIC* OR (METABOL* PRO-
FIL*) OR (METABOL* PHENOTYPING*) OR METAB-
OTYP* OR (METABOL* FINGERPRINT*) OR (METAB-
OL* SIGNATURE*) OR (METABOL* RESPONSE*) OR
(METABOL* PERTURBATION*) OR (PROFIL* OF
METABOLITES*) OR (PROFIL* OF ENDOGEN* ME-
TABOLITE*) OR METABOLOME) AND (LCMS OR LC/
MS OR (MASS SPECTROMETRY*) OR (LIQUID
CHROMATOGRAPHY*) OR HPLC-MS OR UHPLC-MS
OR UPLC-MS OR (ULTRA PERFORMANCE*) OR TOF
MS OR UNTARGETED* OR TOF-MS OR ORBITRAP OR
HRMS OR LC-TOF OR NON-TARGETED* OR Q-TOF-
MS OR LC-HR-MS), with the data range restricted to January
1 to July 1, 2021. The full complement of references meeting
these criteria were selected (n = 721 papers). The articles were
assigned a random order using the “sample” function in R.

Review papers, purely analytically focused methodological
articles, and studies that did not use an untargeted LC-MS-
based approach were eliminated from consideration (Figure
1). Specifically, review papers were those that did not report
new data and, therefore, had no methods section present.
Analytical methodology-focused experimental designs were
eliminated from consideration. For example, a paper describing
the optimization of chromatographic separation or extraction
conditions was not considered relevant to the scope of the
review. Finally, the methods were reviewed manually to
confirm the use of LC-MS untargeted data acquisition
approaches. Reviewers were instructed to use both the
methods in the main body of the paper and the online
Supporting Information, but not to pursue referenced
literature. To capture referenced literature which may offer
additional method details, the survey asked a question whether
the paper cited references when describing their QC
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procedures. To have each paper reviewed at least five times
and considering the number of reviewers available (31) each
reviewing ∼20 papers, a target goal of reviewing 110 papers
was selected. Papers were manually evaluated (in randomized
order) based on the exclusion criteria above. Each paper was
either selected or removed from consideration until the target
of 110 selected papers was met. Specifically, 234 papers were
manually screened to enable selection of these 110 papers that
report primary research results using untargeted LC-MS based
metabolomics to explore a nonanalytical, comparative
experimental design (Figure 1). No criterion for the type of
study (biological, environmental, clinical, etc.) was used in
selecting papers. During the formal review, one additional
paper was excluded due to the use of targeted acquisition
methods, resulting in a final 109 papers surveyed.

Finally, all scoping reviewers were randomly assigned
(“sample” function in R) approximately 20 different papers
such that each of the 110 papers was assigned to five or more
reviewers. Care was taken so that no reviewer was assigned a
paper of which they were listed as a coauthor. The full list of
papers reviewed can be found in the Supporting Information
(supplemental_1_literature.surveyed.csv). The randomized
selection process ensured that the surveyed literature is
broadly representative of the full complement of Web of
Science indexed peer-reviewed literature from this time period.
Survey Structure. The survey was built using Google

Forms, and the full survey question list is provided as
supplemental_2_fullSurvey.pdf. The initial draft of the survey
was refined following a pilot study, where five randomly
selected papers were reviewed by all 31 reviewers. The results
of this survey were only used to enable constructive feedback
to improve the survey, which included both adding and
removing questions as well as refining questions when the
wording was unclear. For the final survey, some questions were
only visible conditional on answers provided in prior questions
to enable more detailed follow-up questions. For example, if
the reviewer answered that a pooled QC approach was not
used, they were not prompted to answer questions about how
the pooled QC sample was used. Responses were collected
over a six week period, and the results were exported to .csv
format for further analysis.
Data Curation and Analysis. The responses for each

paper by reviewer were minimally curated to enable a more
efficient summary of the results. The reviewer’s name, assigned

paper, and date/time stamp were evaluated to remove
duplicate reviews. If two reviews on the same paper were
submitted by the same reviewer, the later submission (by date
and time stamp) was retained. Some sample types were
difficult to classify and were manually curated posthoc for
consistency in reporting. Specifically, “propolis”, a product of
honeybee pollen collection, was classified as “plant”, and
“human cell lines” were classified as “mammalian” samples.
The final curated data set representing each individual survey
response is supplied as supplemental_3_individual.respon-
ses.csv.

All subsequent data processing was performed in R (v 4.1.2).
The full R markdown20 script used is supplied as
supplemental_4.txt, the output of which provides a full
description of the results for every question (supplemen-
tal_5_details.pdf). If the reviewers were asked but failed to
answer a question, this resulted in an empty cell value in the
exported .csv file. These were classified as “no response” (“nr”).
Empty cells were also derived from the conditional survey
structure. For example, if the reviewer reported that pooled
QC samples were not used, the reviewer would not see
questions asking about the specific use(s) of pooled QC. In
this case, for example, the reviewer would have a “no response”
value for a subsequent question asking whether pooled QC
samples were used in Principal Component Analysis (PCA),
resulting in an empty cell. These were also coded as “nr”. No
attempt was made to distinguish between these two values.
Assignment of “nr” values was performed at the individual
review level, prior to determination of the consensus answer
for each paper.

Reviewer concordance was reported by examining the range
of answers provided by the reviewers for each paper/question
combination. A “concordant” answer across reviewer responses
was defined as responses for which at least two-thirds of the
reviewers provided the same response to a specific question.
When the threshold for concordance was not met, the answer
was assigned as “discordant”. For some questions, “Unclear”
was offered as an answer in the question. These responses were
reported separately to “discordant” in all plots/tables unless
otherwise noted.

■ RESULTS
Study Overview. In total, each of the 109 papers was

reviewed by at least five reviewers, answering up to 46
questions related to the study design and the use of QC
samples and processes. Of these, 67 papers performed
metabolomics studies on samples derived from mammalian
systems, 7 from nonmammalian animals (i.e., insects, reptiles,
etc.), 30 from plants, and 10 from microbes; some papers
performed analysis on samples from more than one taxon. The
majority of papers (86) analyzed one type of sample, while 14
papers analyzed two or more sample types. Nine papers were
assigned as discordant for the sample type count, indicating
that the five reviewers did not agree on how many sample types
were analyzed. Seventy-six papers analyzed sample sets
comprising 1−50 independent samples, 18 papers analyzed
51−200 independent samples, 5 papers analyzed 201−1000
independent samples, and 10 papers were assigned as
discordant for sample number.

Pooled QC Sample Usage Frequency. Of 109 papers
surveyed, 72 reported using a pooled QC sample in the study,
31 did not use a pooled QC sample, and 6 were assigned as
discordant. Figure 2a displays these data by organism class.

Figure 1. Literature search, screening, and selection workflow. 721
papers were returned from the Web of Science query, and 234 papers
were screened to enable the selection of 109 papers for review. *
indicates a wildcard character.
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While there was some level of variance across organism classes
in the proportion of studies that reported the use of pooled
QC samples, χ2 testing revealed no significant differences
between classes, indicating that pooled QC sample usage is
reported to have been used at similar frequencies across
biological taxa. A trend was observed toward higher reporting
of pooled QC samples for larger studies (Figure 2b), but this
trend was also not significant with χ2 testing. Since the survey’s
primary focus was the use of pooled QC, the six discordant
results for this question were further investigated. Among the
six papers, one study used a pooled QC sample and described
its preparation, so there was no clear reason for observed
discordance. The remaining five studies reveal some of the
ambiguities in reporting of the use of a pooled QC sample in
the literature. One study apparently used a pooled QC sample
but did not describe its preparation, so it was unclear if the
sample used was indeed a pooled QC. One study did not
describe the use of a pooled QC sample but cited another
manuscript for further information. Three studies reported use
of a pooled QC sample in a manner which did not fall into any
survey answer categories. For these three studies, a pooled QC
sample was used for targeted lipid identification only, for
“additional monitoring”, or for optimizing injection volume.
None of these three studies used pooled QC for QC of their
untargeted metabolomics study.

Of the papers that reported pooled QC sample usage, 34
papers analyzed solid samples/matrices such as tissues, food, or
dried blood spots, and 37 described the analysis of liquid
samples such as plasma, urine, or surface water. Two papers

analyzed both solid and liquid matrices, and three papers were
assigned a consensus answer of “discordant”.

Pooled QC Sample Creation. The vast majority of studies
that utilized pooled QC samples, 56 out of 72 papers,
generated a pooled QC sample from all biological samples in
the sample set. Two papers generated the pooled QC sample
from a subset of biological samples, and an additional four and
ten papers were classified as “unknown” or “discordant”,
respectively. The two papers that generated a pooled QC
sample from a subset of all biological samples represented
larger studies with sample sizes of 51−200 samples and 201−
1000. While this was not stated by the authors, this suggests
that the use of a subset of samples was driven by practical
issues, such as available technician time, sample availability, or
sample stability concerns.

QC samples in studies of solid samples can be generated by
pooling sample material directly, by pooling extracts derived
from each sample, or by pooling reconstituted extracts after the
extract was dried. Papers were generally unclear regarding
which option was used. Of 34 papers reporting studies on solid
samples, 19 papers were classified as discordant, 7 as unclear, 4
reported to pool solid samples prior to extraction, and 4
reported to pool extracts after extracting solid samples.

Similarly, QC samples can be generated before or after
extraction when liquid samples are utilized. For studies focused
on liquid samples (n = 37), 7 papers were “unclear”, 15 were
“discordant”, 14 generated QC samples by pooling directly
from the biofluid, and 1 pooled after sample preparation. Note
that the generation of a pooled QC sample prior to sample
preparation allows for the pooled QC sample variance to
account for the collective variance of sample preparation and
analytical variance, while the generation of a pooled QC
sample after sample preparation accounts for only analytical
variance. The pooled QC approach generally does not allow
for isolating the sample preparation from analytical variance.

Pooled QC Samples Usage. Pooled QC samples can
serve many functions. The reported uses for the pooled QC
sample injections varied across papers (Figure 3). Sixty percent

of the papers surveyed used the pooled QC sample to estimate
repeatability/reproducibility, 24% for conditioning the LC
system, 22% for filtering low-quality features, 10% for batch or
drift correction, and 3% for supporting metabolite ID. Seven
percent of papers were reported as having no clear indication
that the QC samples were used for any of the above.
Discordance frequency was quite high for these questions,
particularly for reproducibility estimates and feature filtering,
indicating that reviewers frequently had different interpreta-
tions on how the QC samples had been used in the study.

Figure 2. Proportion of studies that report usage of pooled QC
samples by (a) organism class studied or (b) study sample size. Plot
headers represent χ2 testing p-values testing the null hypothesis in
equal proportions across categories.

Figure 3. Pooled QC usage across 72 articles which were reported
using a pooled QC approach.
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Of the 72 articles that reported the use of a pooled QC
sample, 53 injected the pooled QC sample multiple times,
while 8 papers were reported as “unclear”, and 11 as
“discordant”. Replicate injections could be made from either
a single vial or multiple vials; in only one of these 53 articles
was it explicitly clear to all reviewers that the injection was
made from multiple vials. In 40 articles, the consensus answer
was assigned as “unclear”, and another 12 were found to be
described as “discordant”. It was frequently difficult to assess
where in the sample run order the pooled QC samples were
injected: “beginning of batch” = 21 true, 18 false, and 14
discordant; “end of batch” = 10 true, 18 false, and 25
discordant; “middle of batch” = 39 true, 7 false, and 7
discordant. The majority of papers injected pooled QC
samples every 6−10 injections (29 of 53), followed by every
2−5 injections (10 of 53) and every >10 injections (2 of 53).
Eight papers were listed as “unclear” and four as “discordant”
with respect to injection frequency.

Incorporation of pooled QC samples in a PCA scores plot is
one approach by which to visually demonstrate relative
reproducibility. When used in this manner, pooled QC
samples are analyzed with the experimental samples by
principal components analysis. The scores plot variance in
the pooled QC samples represents analytical variance, and the
variance of the full sample set represents biological variance.
High data quality is demonstrated by showing relatively low
pooled QC (analytical) variance as compared to sample
(biological) variance. Thirty-one of 72 of the papers that used
a pooled QC sample approach reported the use of pooled QC
samples in a PCA, nearly all of which (30 of 31) plotted the
pooled QC samples with the full biological sample set. When
PCA plots were used to evaluate the QC, only one paper was
reported to have used a quantitative metric describing pooled
QC variance relative to sample variance, whereas the rest used
visual inspection only.

A dilution series of pooled QC samples can also be used to
demonstrate linearity in detector response, enabling filtering to
remove features that fail to respond linearly with changes in
concentration. Of 109 reviewed papers, none (n = 0) were
reported to have clearly used a dilution series of the pooled
QC sample in their QC regime, with two “discordant”
responses noted.

When papers reported using multiple sample types (n = 12),
reviewers generally reported that the pooled QC sample
approach was mostly the same among the various matrices,
with six “yes”, two “no”, and four “discordant” responses.
Other QC Approaches. Pooled QC samples are one

approach to enable objective descriptions of data quality. The
current study specifically queried the literature with pooled QC
sample approaches in mind but also tallied other approaches
that may have been used as part of quality management
(Figure 4). These included the possible use of internal
standards, blanks, and system suitability samples to assess the
overall quality and/or reproducibility for sample preparation,
LC-MS measurements, and/or ensuring the system is fit for
use prior to LC-MS analysis.

Internal standards and blank samples were the most
frequently reported additional QC approaches, each reported
in 28% of papers. Furthermore, multiple injections of each
study sample or system suitability sample were each reported
in 2% of the 109 surveyed papers. Surprisingly, no papers
reported the use of standard or long-term reference materials.
There was a slight trend for studies that reported the use of

pooled QC samples to report the use of internal standards. Of
72 papers which reported use of a pooled QC sample
approach, 41 did not report use of an internal standard, 23
reported use of internal standard, and 8 responses were
discordant; however, this trend did not reach significance by
the χ2 test (p = 0.484), even after removing all discordant
responses (p = 0.137). Only six of the 109 surveyed papers
cited prior literature reports in describing the QC approach.

Survey Quality. As described above, each paper was
reviewed by at least five reviewers. Answers were determined
to have reached “consensus” when at least two-thirds of
responses for a single question were identical. In the event that
the reviewers did not agree, the answer was assigned as
“discordant”. The frequency of discordant answers was very
dependent on the paper being reviewed: for the ten most
discordant papers, 33% of the responses were discordant, while
for the ten most concordant papers, the discordance rate was
3%. The full range of discordance frequency for all papers was
from 1 to 41% discordance (see supplemental_5_details.pdf,
Figure s3).

Likewise, some questions resulted in more discordance than
others (range of 0−46%). However, discordance among
reviewers was found to have a much smaller range (12−
26%) when compared to the paper or question. To address the
question of whether the discordance rate is driven more by
paper, question, or reviewer, the variance was tabulated by
each factor independently and compared statistically. Equality
of variance testing by both F-test and Bartlett’s test indicates
that the discordance variance is significantly lower by reviewer
than paper or question, indicating that the survey respondents
are a much smaller source of variance than the paper or the
question (Table 1). These data indicate that the review process
was robust and suggest that the observed levels of discordance
derive primarily from ambiguity in the reported QC methods
used.

■ DISCUSSION
This literature scoping review analyzes the reported frequency
of pooled QC sample usage in LC-MS-based untargeted
metabolomics studies. Approximately 32% of relevant literature

Figure 4. Alternative QC approach frequency. All 109 papers are
considered, with results presented independent of pooled QC usage.

Table 1. Sources of Survey Result Variance

Comparison Variance ratio p (F-test) p (Bartlett’s test)

Reviewer vs Paper 0.158 <0.001 <0.001
Reviewer vs Question 0.110 <0.001 <0.001
Paper vs Question 0.696 0.139 0.229
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from the first half of 2021 was surveyed, and the random
sampling approach enabled extrapolation of our results to all of
the primary research using LC-MS-based metabolomics,
providing a high-quality snapshot of pooled QC sample
usage for this time period. It is important to note that the
language regarding QC samples in the analyzed studies reflects
both how QC samples were used and the reporting of that
usage. As such, this description may not be a fully accurate
representation of what was actually performed in the
laboratory. However, the use of multiple reviewers for each
paper provides a measure of presentation ambiguity, a valuable
metric that specifically reflects reporting.
Pooled QC Adoption and Use. Approximately two out of

every three LC-MS metabolomics papers surveyed reported
using a pooled QC sample approach. The pooled QC sample
approach was the most widely adopted QC approach in the
survey responses, with internal standards and blanks each
reported as being used less than half as often as pooled QC
samples. Conversely, reporting on how pooled QC samples
were used appeared to be much more sporadic. The most
frequently reported use of pooled QC samples was to provide
an estimate of repeatability. There is no widely accepted metric
for delineating acceptable from unacceptable data quality; it is
up to individual investigators to determine if their data are
reproducible or if corrections are required. Relatively few
studies used the pooled QC samples actively to improve data
quality (feature filtering, drift correction, and conditioning the
LC column). These data collectively suggest that authors and
journals recognize the importance of pooled QC sample usage
as descriptive of data quality but lack the appropriate software,
guidance, or motivation to report the data details of data
quality or make more active use of the pooled QC sample
approach to improve data quality.3

Pooled QC samples are particularly important for identifying
technical factors that may impact the observed statistical
results. Artifactual trends derived from analytical drift (in signal
intensity or mass assignment) over the course of an analytical
run, within or among analytical batches, may translate to false
positive or false negative statistical results. PCA models can
show trends in data, but even relatively large analytical
variation can seem insignificant if the biological variation is
appreciably larger than the technical variation. It was notable
that only one publication used a numerical metric in the PCA
analysis to assess the technical variation. PCA is also inherently
multivariate, which can be seen as both a strength and a
weakness. Standard univariate descriptors (coefficient of
variance and linearity in a dilution series) could also be used
as descriptors or filters. Only approximately 25% of papers that
use pooled QC samples also use feature variance metrics as a
means to remove analytically poor features from the data set.
There are clear opportunities for the community to increase
the use of pooled QC samples in improving data quality,
especially considering that the pooled QC samples are
frequently being generated and analyzed with the full data
set. A recent publication offers guidance on pooled QC usage
and reporting,2 in which readers can find specific recom-
mendations surrounding pooled QC usage.

Additional QC measures are used in LC-MS metabolomics
applications. The data presented here suggest that these
alternate approaches, including internal standards, blanks,
system suitability samples, replicate injections, long-term
reference materials, or standard reference materials, are
reported far less frequently than pooled QC samples. Internal

standards and blanks were each used in approximately one out
of every four papers, and all other approaches were used more
infrequently still. Internal standards can be used to enable
quantification, permit detection of outliers, and provide a real-
time estimate of analytical variance across all study samples,
among other uses. Blank samples can provide insight into
“contaminant” signals which derive from the extraction
process, reagents, or consumables and enable filtering of
these contaminants from the data set. These approaches can be
considered complementary to the use of a pooled QC sample.
However, 17 of the 109 studies reviewed here neither report
the use of a pooled QC sample nor clearly report the use of
any other QC approaches included in the survey. The lack of
reported QC practices potentially reduces confidence in the
findings since the reader cannot make an evidence-based
assessment of the technical quality of the reported results and
the associated conclusions.

Ambiguity in Reporting. A scientific publication should
describe the methods used with sufficient detail to enable
replication of the results, though this target is rarely fully
met.21−23 In practice, the literature reflects some combination
of the methods used and the quality of the descriptions of
those methods. The literature survey implemented here reveals
appreciable ambiguity in descriptions of the manner in which
the pooled QC samples were generated; the frequency at
which the samples were injected; and the way the pooled QC
sample was used in filtering, data correction, and annotation.
This ambiguity constrains the accuracy of the current survey-
based estimates of QC use frequency but also serves to
highlight the importance of accurate and clear reporting.
Discordance, a measure of ambiguity derived from multiple
reviews of the same paper by several reviewers, arose from
either ambiguity in the language describing the pooled QC
sample usage in the paper or from the review process itself.
The results presented in Table 1 indicate that most of the
variance in survey response discordance stems from the
question being asked and the language used in the methods for
each specific publication, i.e., the author’s description of the
QC practice used for that study. As an example of how this
discordance can arise, when the answer was not explicitly
provided in the paper, one reviewer might have answered the
question based on other context provided within the paper,
while another may have answered “unclear.”

Some questions were more likely to be classified as
discordant than others. The most discordant questions
included those surrounding the methods used in generating
the pooled QC sample and questions which tended to require
more detail than is typically included in a methods section,
including the following:

(1) For solid sample matrices, the pooled QC sample was
reported to have been created ___. If multiple matrices,
answers below assume that the pooled QC is generated from
one matrix type only. (choose the best answer.)

• Directly from a solid sample homogenate pre-extraction
(i.e. before adding extraction solvent)

• From the sample extract during the extraction process
• From the reconstituted - extracted samples
• Unclear
• Other:
(2) For biofluids (e.g., serum, plasma, urine), the pooled QC

sample was reported to have been created ___. (choose the
best answer)
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• Directly from the biofluid pre-extraction
• From the sample extract during the extraction process
• From the reconstituted extracted samples
• Unclear
• Other:
(3) If pooled QCs were reported to have been used for

conditioning the system, how many injections of the pooled
QC sample were performed to ensure conditioning of the LC-
MS system before beginning an assay? (choose the best
answer)

• 1 to 5
• 6 to 10
• 10 or more
• Until certain criteria are met
• Not applicable: pooled QC was not used for

conditioning
• Unclear
(4) At which position within the batch were QC samples

reported to have been injected ___? (choose all that apply)
• At the beginning of the batch
• In the middle of a batch
• At the end of the batch
• Unclear
(5) Which criterion was reported to have been used with a

pooled QC sample to filter features with low precision?
(choose the best answer)

• Peak area RSD filter threshold of 10% or less
• Peak area RSD filter threshold of 11 to 20%
• Peak area RSD filter threshold of 21 to 30%
• Peak area RSD filter threshold of 31 to 40%
• Peak area RSD filter threshold of 41% or greater
• Not applicable: Pooled QC samples were not used for

this purpose
• Unclear
• Other:
The high rates of discordancy in response to the above

questions suggest that authors generally do not prioritize
reporting the details describing how the pooled QC sample
was generated nor how frequently and in what position the
pooled QC sample was injected. The ambiguity in reporting
these details changes, for example, how a reader would
interpret figures depicting PCA-score plots containing both
pooled QC and study samples. Without this knowledge, it is
difficult to assess whether pooled QC sample variance derives
from LC-MS variance, sample preparation variance, or both.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, descriptions of pooled QC sample
preparation were more clearly reported for liquid samples than
solid. Solid samples generally require additional preparation
steps, making it more difficult to concisely describe the
preparation of pooled QC solid samples within journal page
constrains, though online supplemental methods should
alleviate this issue. Importantly, deposition24,25 of all raw
data coupled with accurate reporting of the location of pooled
QC sample injections within the full analytical sequence can
enable reprocessing of existing data as algorithms and
processing workflows improve.

It is likely that the pooled QC (and alternate QC) sample
usage frequencies reported here underrepresent reality; authors
may not fully report all the QC methods used, artificially
lowering our estimates of use frequency. When QC practices
implemented in the laboratory are not reported when the data

is delivered (which may be a publication, a confidential report,
or a metabolomics data repository24,25), an important function
of the QC process�to establish and convey confidence in the
quality of the reported data�is left unfulfilled. The importance
of accurate reporting of quality assurance and QC has been
discussed at length recently,3,4 and the data reported here
clearly support the notion that more accurate reporting is
critical.

Recommendations for Pooled QC Sample Usage and
Reporting. The following suggestions are derived from prior
literature and the survey results described herein. Please note
that these are generalized statements, and the details of
implementation will fall upon the scientists involved and may
vary between applications.

1. QC procedures should be used to provide objective
metrics of data quality, and pooled QC samples are
particularly well-suited to QC approaches for untargeted
metabolomics.4,6

2. The full details describing the preparation and use(s) of
any QC samples should be clearly reported in the paper,
including criterion used for filtering or acceptance of the
data set, if applicable. Guidance for this purpose has
been previously described by Kirwan et al.3

3. All studies should report the detailed usage on any other
quality control approach to ensure the reader is able to
assess data quality.

4. While reported use of pooled QC samples is high, this
survey suggests that the pooled QC sample could be
employed by the community at much higher frequency
for improving data quality. Specifically, use of a pooled
QC sample in feature filtering (based on either
coefficient of variance or dilution series linearity, for
example), batch or run order correction, and metabolite
identification are infrequently reported and therefore
represent a community-wide opportunity to improve
data quality.3

5. Journals and reviewers should evaluate submitted
manuscripts with quality control in mind, and the
quality control approach used should be suitable to
clearly demonstrate data quality for the reader. Using a
template to accurately record this can be useful to ensure
all data is accurately recorded.3 The reviewers and
editors should ensure that
(a) Technical repeatability/reproducibility of the

study was evaluated in an appropriate way, either
using pooled QC samples, or other acceptable
approaches.

(b) Pooled QC approach is sufficiently described in
methods including its preparation, frequency of
injection, evaluation criteria, types of use, etc.

(c) The results of pooled QC sample evaluation are
clearly presented either in the main manuscript or
Supporting Information.

(d) If pooled QC was used to improve data quality,
clear description of the approach is provided in
the manuscript.

(e) QC data is deposited together with study data in
the data repository, if applicable.

6. QC data should be deposited with the sample data in
metabolomics repositories such as MetaboLights24 or
Metabolomics Workbench.25 Doing so will increase
transparency and reproducibility while also enabling
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reprocessing of data with appropriate QC assessment as
algorithms and workflows evolve.

7. The community would benefit from an open access and
dynamic set of guidance documents describing current
best practices. The metabolomics Quality Assurance and
Quality Control Consortium (mQACC, https://www.
mqacc.org/) has initiated this effort to enable
researchers, journal editors, and peer reviewers easy
access to current best practice guidelines. This docu-
ment will contain specific guidance on implementation
of pooled QC samples under various scenarios, including
for various sample types, study sizes, and analytical
platforms. It will also discuss best practices relating to
other QC approaches, including use of blanks, internal
standards, system suitability testing, and reference
materials.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The literature scoping review described herein indicates that
the field of untargeted metabolomics has largely embraced
pooled QC samples. However, publication language describing
how the pooled QC samples were generated and used is often
ambiguous, potentially negatively impacting the confidence in
the reported results. Additional QC approaches (internal
standards, blanks, etc.) are also in use but are reported at a
lower frequency than pooled QC samples, and 17% of articles
report no QC whatsoever. The provided recommendations
should help guide future efforts to bolster the existing strengths
and address the inconsistencies in pooled QC usage and
reporting in the metabolomics community.
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